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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A critical history of the modern tradition of documentation, tracing the representation of
individuals and groups in the form of documents, information, and data.In this book, Ronald Day
offers a critical history of the modern tradition of documentation. Focusing on the documentary
index (understood as a mode of social positioning), and drawing on the work of the French
documentalist Suzanne Briet, Day explores the understanding and uses of indexicality. He examines
the transition as indexes went from being explicit professional structures that mediated users and
documents to being implicit infrastructural devices used in everyday information and
communication acts. Doing so, he also traces three epistemic eras in the representation of
individuals and groups, first in the forms of documents, then information, then data.Day
investigates five cases from the modern tradition of documentation. He considers the socio-
technical instrumentalism of Paul Otlet, the father of European documentation (contrasting it to the
hermeneutic perspective of Martin Heidegger); the shift from documentation to information science
and the accompanying transformation of persons and texts into users and information; social
media s use of algorithms, further subsuming persons and texts; attempts...
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Absolutely among the finest book We have at any time read through. We have read through and that i am sure that i will going to read once more again
later on. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Alford McClure-- Alford McClure

I actually started reading this article ebook. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an remarkably simple way and it is only
after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, alter the way i believe.
-- Prof. Uriel Witting-- Prof. Uriel Witting
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